2021 SPRING TURKEY
SEASONS AND LIMITS FOR THE
FOND DU LAC RESERVATION
AND
THE 1854 AND 1837 CEDED TERRITORIES
OF MINNESOTA
ONLINE AND PHONE REGISTRATION FOR THE FOND DU LAC RESERVATION AND THE 1854 & 1837 CEDED TERRITORIES OF MINNESOTA

Turkeys harvested in the 1854 and 1837 Ceded Territories of Minnesota or on the Fond du Lac Reservation may be registered online by visiting the FDL Resource Management webpage or by using the link below.

http://www.fdlrez.com/RM/hunterharvestregistration.htm

In addition, turkey harvested in the 1854 and 1837 Ceded Territories of Minnesota or on the Fond du Lac Reservation may be registered by phone by calling:  218-878-7171

Only turkeys taken in the 1854 and 1837 Ceded Territories of Minnesota or on the FDL Reservation can be registered online or by phone at this time.

If you choose to register online or by phone you will need the following information in order to complete the process.

1. The hunter’s name.
2. The hunter’s 4 digit FDL license (ID) number or 5 digit license number for members of other Bands hunting on the FDL Reservation
3. The number stamped on the carcass tag on the animal
4. The unit where the animal was taken (see map on the following page).
5. The date of harvest.
6. The animal’s sex - male or female.
7. The method of harvest – bow or firearm

You will not receive a registration tag for a phone or online registration; however, your registration information will be recorded at the Resource Management Division office.

If you prefer, you may still register your animal in person at the Resource Management Division office.
Harvest unit numbers needed for turkey registration.
SPRING 2021 TURKEY SEASONS AND LIMITS

General
Two tags available to hunters initially. Turkey tags may be used either on the FDL Reservation or in the Ceded Territories of Minnesota and Wisconsin. Additional tags are possible upon registration of a bird. Hunting hours are one half hour before sunrise to one half hour after sunset. Turkeys must be registered with respect to harvest unit numbers on the attached map.

1854 and 1837 CEDED TERRITORIES

Archery and Firearms Seasons
Spring Season: April 10 – May 31
Either sex of turkey may be taken in units open to spring hunting.

All harvest units in the 1854 and 1837 Ceded Territories on the attached map are open to turkey hunting except Unit 224, Sherburne National Wildlife Refuge, is closed to all turkey hunting.

FDL RESERVATION

Archery and Firearms Seasons
Spring Season: April 10 – May 31
Either sex of turkeys may be taken.